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Choosing your fire
Why Dimplex Electric Fires?

There is nothing quite like a fire – it creates a wonderful feeling
of comfort and cosiness, with the added dimension a warm glow
brings to any room.
In most cases, Dimplex electric fires require no installation*,
bringing you an incredibly realistic flame effect at the flick of a
switch.

Set up is easy, with none of the cost and siting constraints
associated with flue and gas connections. All Dimplex electric fires
come complete with a fitted plug and many don’t even require a
mantel or hearth. You simply plug in and go!

With a wide range of traditional and ultra modern designs, we
can offer a fire for every living area and for every budget. You
can choose from four flame technologies – Optiflame, Opti-myst,
Revillusion and Prism.

A Dimplex electric fire will bring your home to life, creating
comforting ambience in any room.

* wall mounted and inset fires require some installation.

Product Range Contents
Portable						pg.3-24
A stunning range of designs suitable to move from room to room.

Wall Mounted				pg.25-30
Contemporary wall mounted electric fires which provide alluring
art-in-flames for your wall.

Mini Suites					pg.31-38
Compact, freestanding and designed fires specifically for smaller
rooms.

Complete Suites 				pg.39-64
A range of traditional and modern surrounds, which include a
mesmerising fire with flame effect, for a complete fireplace in an
instant.

Fireboxes 					pg.65-79
A range of fires that can be inset into fireplace openings or the
wall. Choice of mantels and surrounds available.

Technical Specs 				pg.80-90
Product shown: ETM20-AU
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portable fires

Portable
If you are looking for a quick and easy heating
solution which provides instant ambience, then
a Dimplex portable electric fire is perfect for you
and your home this Winter.
A Dimplex portable electric fire can be positioned
almost anywhere adding allure instantly to your
home.
Very easy to use, just plug in and enjoy.

portable fires

MicroStove
Revel in the Optiflame effect with the ultra compact
MicroStove electric fire. It is a compact and charming stove
that is able to fit even the smallest of homes.
• 1.2kW heat output
• Black 'cast iron' style finish
• 2 heat settings
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
source
• Optiflame LED with coal effect
• Dimensions (mm): 422h x 351w x 200d
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Mini Cube
This unique and charming electric fire adds warmth
and pizzazz to any room. The clean, modern lines
are highlighted by the gloss finish and louvered front
panel. Realistic flames rise up from a glowing coal bed
providing cosy ambience year-round.
• 1.5kW heat output
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Optiflame LED effect with coal fuel bed
• Modern curved steel casing
• Dimensions (mm): 370h x 320w x 200d

portable fires
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Product Specifications
Please see pages 30-34
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Casper
The Casper is a classic, compact stove designed to fit
in a standard fireplace or on a hearth. It is available in
a traditional black finish, with lava rock style fuel bed.
The Optiflame LED effect gives a unique, warming
glow that can be enjoyed throughout the year.
• 2kW heat output
• 2 heat settings (1000W / 2000W)
• Black ‘cast iron’ style design
• Traditional black finish
• Flame can be used independent of heat source
• Freestanding and mobile
• Optiflame LED effect lava rock style fuel bed
• Dimensions (mm): 549h x 441w x 305d
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Willowbrook
The Willowbrook is a statement piece, showcasing the
revolutionary 3D Opti-myst flame and smoke effect in a
traditional black cast iron style finish.
• Realistic 3D Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
• 2kW heat output with two heat settings
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Silent flame and smoke effect operation
• Log fuel bed
• Black 'Cast Iron' Style finish
• Thermostat control
• Remote control
• Opening door
• Dimensions (mm): 549h x 441w x 305d

portable fires
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Tango
The Tango is a classic, compact stove designed to fit in a
standard fireplace or on a hearth. It is available in a black
cast effect finish, with opening doors. The Optiflame
coal effect gives a unique, warming glow that can be
enjoyed throughout the year.
• 2kW heat output
• 2 heat settings (1000W / 2000W)
• Black 'cast iron' style design
• Matte black finish
• Flame can be used independent of heat source
• Freestanding and mobile
• Optiflame LED effect with coal fuel bed
• Dimensions (mm): 547h x 440w x 295d
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Riley
The Riley is a sleek, contemporary stove designed to fit your home.
The Optiflame coal effect gives a unique, realistic flame effect that is
truly mesmerising.
• 2kW heat output with two heat settings
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Silent flame and smoke effect operation
• Log fuel bed
• Chrome Accents
• Opening door
• Dimensions (mm): 549h x 441w x 305d

portable fires
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Ritz
This compact electric stove gives you all of the cosy
ambience of a wood stove with none of the mess.
The matte black finish, working door and traditional
details make it a perfect addition to any space.
• 2kW heat output
• 2 heat settings (1000W / 2000W)
• Traditional stove style finish
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat
source
• Freestanding and mobile
• Optiflame LED effect with log fuel bed
• Matte black finish
• Dimensions (mm): 597h x 510w x 340d
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Ritz White
This compact electric stove gives you all of the cosy
ambience of a wood stove with none of the mess. The
clean white finish, working door and traditional details
make it a perfect addition to any space.
• 2kW heat output
• 2 heat settings (1000W / 2000W)
• Traditional stove style finish
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Freestanding and mobile
• Optiflame LED effect with log fuel bed
• Low Gloss white finish
• Dimensions (mm): 597h x 510w x 340d
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Oakhurst

This little stove has been designed with the traditional in mind, with a cast
iron style finish and opening double doors. Featuring the revolutionary 3D
Opti-myst flame effect, the Oakhurst provides effortless stove simplicity.
• Traditional style freestanding stove with 3D Opti-myst
flame and smoke effect
• 2kW heat output with two heat settings
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Suitable to move from room to room
• Silent flame and smoke effect operation
• Easy fill water tank - offers up to 8 hours of continuous
operation before refilling is required
• Log fuel bed
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Thermostat control
• Opening doors for added authenticity
• Remote control
• Matte black finish
• Dimensions (mm): 620h x 480w x 300d
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Stockbridge
The Stockbridge is a large electric stove that sets the stage
perfectly for the revolutionary Optiflame effect. From the high
gloss finish to the working doors, the authentic details create an
eye-catching focal point in any room. The ideal alternative to gas
or wood, the Stockbridge offers incredible realism without the
costly installation or safety concerns of traditional stoves.
• 2kW heat output
• 2 heat settings (1000W / 2000W)
• Authentic cast-iron style stove
• Gloss black finish
• Optiflame with log effect
• Thermostat control - Set & Forget
• Opening doors
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Flame & back light dimmer
• Remote Control
• Dimensions (mm): 640h x 620w x 390d

portable fires
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Lee Silver
The Lee Silver electric fire will make an immediate
statement in any room. With solid clean lines and a
contemporary silver finish, you will be able to enjoy the
ambience of this stylish fire.
• 2kW heat output
• 2 heat settings (1000W / 2000W)
• Thermostat control - Set & Forget
• Castors for easy portability
• Carry handles to move from room to room
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Dimensions (mm): 730h x 580w x 280d
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Wall mounted
Add an eye catching detail to any living space with a
Dimplex wall mounted electric fire.

Perfectly positioned at eye level, a wall mounted
electric fire is the ideal conversation starter.
Mesmerising flames create an unrivalled ambience
that is sure to be the centre of attention in the home.

A wall mounted electric fire is ideal for those who may
not have the floor space to accommodate another
form of fire.

wall mounted fires

Toluca Deluxe
A blend of technology, artistry and craftsmanship,
the Toluca Deluxe uses Optiflame LED flame
technology to create the illusion of a true fire. It
features built-in Bluetooth speakers that plays
crackling sounds or your own music.
• 2kW heat output
• Optiflame LED effect with rough cut diamond
effect or white pebble fuel bed
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat
source
• Bluetooth connectable speaker with crackling
• Colour changing fuel bed with 5 intensity settings
• Stylish wall fire black with glass fascia
• Remote control
• Thermostat control
• 8 hour run back timer
• Dimensions (mm): 540h x 820w x 155d
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Redway
The Redway is a beautifully designed wall mounted fire, finished with a high gloss fascia that
is accented with the metallic lustre of anthracite.
• Wall mounted fire with 3D Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
• Open fronted design
• 2kW heat output with two heat settings
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Silent flame and smoke effect operation
• Suitable to move from room to room
• Easy fill water tank - offers up to 8 hours of continuous operation
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Thermostat control
• Remote control
• Gloss black finish with anthracite
• Total depth of just 181mm
• Suitable for recessing so that only the frame protrudes
• Dimensions (mm): 690h x 760w x 181d
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Pemberley
With a flat matte black fascia and a sleek design, the Pemberley wall fire will add a
modern and cosy atmosphere to your room.
• Wall mounted fire with 3D Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
• Open fronted design
• 2kW heat output with two heat settings
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Silent flame and smoke effect operation
• Easy fill water tank - offers up to 8 hours of flame
• Log fuel bed
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Thermostat control
• Remote control
• Black finish
• Dimensions (mm): 690h x 760w x 181d

wall mounted fires
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Mini suites
The mini electric fire suites are compact,
freestanding and designed specifically for smaller
rooms. Whilst they may be small in size, they are a
stand out feature in any room.

All mini suites come fully assembled, and provide
the look and feel of a real fire.

Create an instant ambience - just plug in and go.

mini suites
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Taylor
The Taylor mini electric fire suite has clean and uncluttered lines and will
complement any decor. The granite effect front provides a sophisticated contrast
in design, making this fireplace suitable for any space.
• 1.5kW fan heater
• 2 heat settings
• LED Flame effect with logs - can be used independently of heat
• Remote control
• Concealed controls
• Can be moved from room to room
• Traditional white finish with granite effect
• Dimensions (mm):930h X 850w X 250d

mini suites
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Cassidy
The Cassidy mini electric fire suite is as versatile as it's brother, Conner, but with a
sleek glossy black trim contrasting its cream finish.
• 1.5kW fan heater
• 2 heat settings
• LED Flame effect - can be used independently of heat
• Remote control
• Concealed controls
• Can be moved from room to room
• Cream finish
• Dimensions (mm):870h X 910w X 250d
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Conner
Compact, freestanding and designed specifically for smaller rooms, the Conner mini
electric fire suite stands out in any room. With its small size, it provides the look and feel
of a real fire without the mess.
• 1.5kW fan heater
• 2 heat settings
• LED Flame effect - can be used independently of heat
• Remote control
• Concealed controls
• Can be moved from room to room
• Modern white and concrete finish
• Dimensions (mm): 868h X 650w X 195d

mini suites
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Complete suites
Redefine one or many of your favourite spaces
with a gorgeous electric fire suite.

These electric fire suites are supplied with the
mantel of your choice, and provide an eye
catching centrepiece in any room.

Dimplex's complete suite provides the look and
feel of a real fire with ease - installation is quick,
no piping or venting is required, simply plug in
and go.

complete suites
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Atlantic
The Atlantic mantel package is full of excellent features that will make it suitable for all
kinds of settings. This contemporary fireplace uses a realistic log set and flame effects to
create a very convincing result.
• 2kW heat output
• Multifunction remote control with thermostat controls
• Optiflame technology with log effect
• Firebox size 26 inch
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation or venting required
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Circulates air in room without heat
• Can be moved from room to room
• Safe, cool to touch glass
• A modern industrial styling to create a complete room
• Grey & Concrete effect finish
• Dimensions (mm): 1125h x 1170w x 325d

complete suites
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Huxley
The Huxley mantel is suitable for many settings and decors. This contemporary
fireplace will create a warm space for any home. With the heat source at the top,
the realistic simulated electric flames are a safe option for the family home.
• 2kW heat output
• Revillusion Flame technology - flames are larger, brighters and more randon
• Mood lighting - customise the firebox glow with a choice of hues
• Colour enhancement - adjust the flame base to red or blue
• Full Concrete look firebox with Log set
• Thermostat control and Remote Control
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation or venting required
• Can be moved from room to room
• Modern light coloured finish will complement all room styles
• White finish with Light Oak Veneer
• Dimensions (mm): 1225h x 1400w x 415d
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Kenton
Clean, uncluttered lines and a classic form that complements any décor make the Kenton
electric fireplace perfect for just about any space.
• 2kW heat output
• 3 stage remote control
• Optiflame technology with log effect
• Firebox size 26 inch
• Thermostat control
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation
or venting required
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Can be moved from room to room
• Safe, cool to touch glass
• Traditional styling will bring style and elegance to any room
• Dimensions (mm): 1100h x 1254w x 452d

complete suites
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Winston
The Winston mantel package is full of excellent features that will make it suitable
for all kinds of settings and decors. This contemporary fireplace uses a realistic
log set and fire effects to create a very convincing result.
• 2kW heat output
• 3 stage remote control
• Optiflame technology with log effect
• Firebox size 26 inch
• Thermostat control
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation
or venting required
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Can be moved from room to room
• Safe, cool to touch glass
• Traditional styling will bring style and elegance to any room
• White finish
• Dimensions (mm): 1074h x 1330w x 379d
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Featherstone
The Featherstone fireplace suite will create the relaxed mood of a mountain lodge in
any room you choose. The warmth of wood accents in the recessed header and mantel
brackets serve as a rustic compliment to the crisp architectural ledge rock theme.
• 2kW heat output
• 3 stage remote control
• Optiflame technology with log effect
• Firebox size 26 inch
• Thermostat control
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation or
venting required
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Can be moved from room to room
• Safe, cool to touch glass
• Crisp natural stone theme, with warm wood accents
• Dimensions (mm): 1117h x 1550w x 395d

complete suites
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Fieldstone
Capture the feel of a private retreat! This simply stunning mantel recreates the rustic charm
of a woodland retreat with the lifelike look of natural stone and hand-hewn pine.
• 2kW heat output
• 3 stage remote control
• Optiflame technology with log effect
• Firebox size 26 inch
• Thermostat control
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation or
venting required
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Can be moved from room to room
• Safe, cool to touch glass
• Old world, rustic look
• Natural stone theme and timber finish
• Dimensions (mm): 1184h x 1413w x 356d
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Eltham
The Eltham fireplace suite is a beautiful blend of modern and traditional with contrasting
grey and marble finishes, sure to elevate any home.
• 2kW heat output
• 3 stage remote control
• Optiflame technology with log effect
• Firebox size 26 inch
• Thermostat control
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation or
venting required
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Can be moved from room to room
• Safe, cool to touch glass
• Cool grey theme, with marble effect frame
• Dimensions (mm): 1070h X 1340w X 330d

complete suites
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Windelsham
The Windelsham mantel package is suitable for many settings and decors. This
traditional fireplace utilises our latest Revillusion Flame technology.
• 2kW heat output
• Revillusion Flame technology - flames are larger, brighter and random
• Mood lighting - a choice of warm hues
• Easy set up, no expensive installation or venting required
• Colour enhancement – red or blue flame base
• Realogs Plus – a full grate of life-size hardwood-cast logs,
• Full Brick-surround firebox
• Brightness flicker & ambient light sensor
• Thermostatically controlled
• Can be moved from room to room
• Natural white & oak veneer finish
• Traditional styling will bring style and elegance to any room
• Dimensions (mm): 1210h x 1410w x 410d
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Osbourne
The Osbourne mantel package is suitable for many settings and decors. This traditional
fireplace utilises the new Revillusion Flame technology which offers a clear view through
the lifelike flames with a modern concrete look
• 2kW heat output
• Revillusion Flame technology - Flames are larger, brighter and random
• Mood lighting - customise the firebox glow with a choice of warm hues
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation or venting required
• Colour enhancement – adjust the flame base to red or blue
• Realogs Plus – a full grate of life-size hardwood-cast logs
• Full Concrete look firebox with log set
• Brightness flicker & ambient light sensor
• Thermostatically controlled
• Can be moved from room to room
• Natural white and wood finish
• Traditional styling will bring style and elegance to any room
• Dimensions (mm): 1184h x 1378w x 407d

complete suites
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Strata
The Strata mantel package is the perfect complement for modern decors.
This sleek fireplace utilises our Revillusion Flame technology.
• 2kW heat output
• Revillusion Flame technology - Flames are larger, brighter and random
• Mood lighting - a choice of warm hues
• Easy set up, no expensive installation or venting required
• Colour enhancement – red or blue flame base
• Realogs Plus – a full grate of life-size hardwood-cast logs,
• Full Brick-surround firebox
• Brightness flicker & ambient light sensor
• Thermostatically controlled
• Can be moved from room to room
• White & walnut veneer finish
• Modern styling
• Dimensions (mm): 1228h x 1355w x 334d
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Sherwood
The Sherwood mantel package is the perfect blend of dark modern edges mixed with natural
wood textures. This statement fireplace utilises the latest Revillusion Flame technology.
• 2kW heat output
• Revillusion Flame technology - Flames are larger, brighter and random
• Mood lighting - a choice of warm hues
• Easy set up, no expensive installation or venting required
• Colour enhancement – red or blue flame base
• Realogs Plus – a full grate of life-size hardwood-cast logs,
• Full Concrete look firebox with log set
• Brightness flicker & ambient light sensor
• Thermostatically controlled
• Can be moved from room to room
• Grey & walnut veneer finish
• Modern styling
• Dimensions (mm): 1310h x 1470w x 515d

complete suites
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Ravel
The Ravel mantel has been designed to suit any modern styled space. Featuring the
revolutionary 3D Opti-myst flame effect with mirror backing, this fireplace gives a
comfortable and relaxing feel in any room.
• 2kW heat output
• 3D Opti-myst flame with smoke effect
• Easy set up, no expensive installation or venting required
• Flame effect can be used independent of heat source
• Open fronted design with mirror backing effect
• Silent flame and smoke effect operation
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Easy fill water tank - offers up to 8 hours of continuous operation before refilling is required
• Can be moved from room to room
• Satin White & Black finish with concrete effect
• Modern Style will complement all room styles.
• Dimensions (mm): 896h x 1075w x 330d

complete suites
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Fireboxes
The Optiflame and Revillusion firebox range is
available without a mantel for those who want to
completely customise their own look or fill in an
existing fireplace!

fireboxes

26 inch firebox
The 26" plug-in electric firebox features our Optiflame
LED technology. The pulsating embers with hand finished
logs molded from real wood logs offer incredible realism.
It includes built-in thermostat, on/off flame control and
separate controls for flame speed, interior brightness and
heater.
• 2kW heat output
• Remote control
• Thermostat control
• Optiflame LED technology with log effect
• Full brick-surround backing
• Set up in minutes, no expensive installation or venting
required
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Safe, cool to touch glass
• Finish black
• Dimensions (mm): 575h x 695w x 222d
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Revillusion 30 inch firebox
Revillusion is a completely new way of looking at fireplaces, and changing the standard for
electric fires. The 30" plug-in electric firebox features our Revillusion technology. It includes
built-in thermostat, on/off flame control and separate controls for flame speed, interior
brightness and heater. A clear view through the lifelike flames captures the charm of a
modern wood-burning fireplace.

• Revillusion Flame technology - Flames are larger, brighter and random
• Mirage Flame panel – partially frosted acrylic panel is clearly better than a mirror, showing
only dazzling flames and no reflections
• ThruView Full-depth design
• 2kW heat output
• Mood lighting- customise the firebox glow with a choice of warm hues
• Colour enhancement – adjust the flame base to red or blue
• Realogs Plus – a full grate of life-size hardwood-cast logs, tiered for greater depth
• Full Concrete look firebox with Log Set
• Brightness flicker
• Ambient light sensor
• Quick and easy installation
• Thermostatically controlled
• All-season flames
• Dimensions (mm): 676h x 792w x 307d
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Revillusion 36 inch firebox
The 36" plug-in electric firebox features our Revillusion™ technology. It includes builtin thermostat, on/off flame control and separate controls for flame speed, interior
brightness and heater.
• Revillusion Flame technology - Flames are larger, brighter and random
• Mirage Flame panel – partially frosted acrylic panel is clearly better than a mirror,
showing only dazzling flames and no reflections
• ThruView Full-depth design
• 2kW heat output
• Mood lighting- customise the firebox glow with a choice of warm hues
• Colour enhancement – adjust the flame base to red or blue
• Realogs Plus – a full grate of life-size hardwood-cast logs, tiered for greater depth
• Full Brick-surround firebox
• Brightness flicker
• Ambient light sensor
• Quick and easy installation
• Thermostatically controlled
• All-season flames
• Dimensions (mm): 676h x 944w x 307d

fireboxes
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Revillusion 42 inch firebox
The 42" plug-in electric firebox features our Revillusion™ technology. It includes builtin thermostat, on/off flame control and separate controls for flame speed, interior
brightness and heater.
• Revillusion Flame technology - Flames are larger, brighter and random
• Mirage Flame panel – partially frosted acrylic panel is clearly better than a mirror,
showing only dazzling flames and no reflections
• ThruView Full-depth design
• 2kW heat output
• Mood lighting- customise the firebox glow with a choice of warm hues
• Colour enhancement – adjust the flame base to red or blue
• Realogs Plus – a full grate of life-size hardwood-cast logs, tiered for greater depth
• Full Brick-surround firebox
• Brightness flicker
• Ambient light sensor
• Quick and easy installation
• Thermostatically controlled
• All-season flames
• Dimensions (mm): 788h x 1098w x 307d
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34 inch Prism
Sparkling with intensity in a full spectrum of RGB colours, the Prism effect illuminates the
diamond-like acrylic ice ember bed in a show-stopping effect.
• 4 interchangeable media colours
• 1200W fan heater
• Choice of: Acrylic ice media bed or white pebbles
• Wired, seamless design - for built-in installations wired directly to a dedicated circuit
for a clean, custom appearance
• Hanging glass design
• Flexible installation – choose partially-recessed, fully-recessed or surface mounted
• Remote thermostat control
• Multi-function remote
• LED lighting
• All-season flames
• Cool-touch glass
• Plug & play
• Dimensions (mm): 495h x 876w x 181d

fireboxes
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50 inch Prism
Complete with a powerful and efficient fan-forced heater, this 50" wall mounted Prism fire
adds comfort and ambience to any space.
• 4 interchangeable media colours
• 1200W fan heater
• Choice of: Acrylic ice media bed or white pebbles
• Wired, seamless design - for built-in installations wired directly to a dedicated circuit
for a clean, custom appearance
• Hanging glass design
• Flexible installation – choose partially-recessed, fully-recessed or surface mounted
• Remote thermostat control
• Multi-function remote
• LED lighting
• All-season flames
• Cool-touch glass
• Plug & play
• Dimensions (mm): 495h x 1277w x 181d
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74 inch Prism
The 74" Prism electric fire brings RGB colour changing technology to any space. With its
powerful and efficient fan-forced heater, this electric fire place delivers show-stopping
ambience and comfort.
• 4 interchangeable media colours
• 1200W fan heater
• Choice of: Acrylic ice media bed or white pebbles
• Wired, seamless design - for built-in installations wired directly to a dedicated circuit
for a clean, custom appearance
• Hanging glass design
• Flexible installation – fully-recessed or surface mounted
• Remote thermostat control
• Multi-function remote
• LED lighting
• All-season flames
• Cool-touch glass
• Plug & play
• Dimensions (mm): 495h x 1884w x 187d

fireboxes
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Cassette 400
Opti-myst cassettes can be the vital ingredient for
creating an individual piece of bespoke furniture
or an eye-catching focal point.
• Realistic Opti-myst flame and smoke effect
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Remote control
• No heat - aesthetic only
• Medium width Opti-myst Cassette 400
• Dimensions (mm): 171h x 405w x 216d

Mantel not included. Interior design concept only.

technical specification

Fire technologies
Our original, unique and patented flame technology,

Revillusion®, a realistic flame effect with a clear view through

Optiflame, generates realistic simulated flames from an

the lifelike flames that captures the charm of a wood-burning

electric source.

fireplace

Opti-myst® flame effect is fully three dimensional and uses

Using the full spectrum of RGB colors, the Prism flame effect

established ultrasonic technology to create an ultra-fine

illuminates the diamond-like acrylic ice ember bed in a show-

water mist.

stopping effect.

Complete suites that require no installation and are 100%
efficient, bringing you an incredibly realistic flame effect with
a Optiflame firebox.

Dimplex electric fires creating
comforting ambience in any room
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Portable

MicroStove

Mini Cube

Casper

Willowbrook

Model

MCFSTV12-AU

MINICUBE-B

CAS20N-AU

WLL20-AU

Colour/Finish

Black Cast Iron Style

Black

Black Cast Iron Style

Black Cast Iron Style

Dimensions (mm)

422h X 351w X 200d

370h x 320w x 200d

549h x 441w x 305d

549h x 441w x 305d

Wattage (watts)

1200

1500

2000

2000

Heat Settings

2

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

No

No

No

Yes

Remote Control

No

No

No

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

2yr

technical specification

Tango

Riley

Ritz

Ritz White

Model

TANGO

RLY20-AU

RITZ-C

RITZ20W

Colour/Finish

Black Cast Iron Style

Black with Chrome Accents

Black

White

Dimensions (mm)

547h x 440w x 295d

596h X 510w X 346d

597h x 510w x 340d

597h x 510w x 340d

Wattage (watts)

2000

2000

2000

2000

Heat Settings

2

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

No

No

No

No

Remote Control

No

No

No

No

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

2yr
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technical specification

Portable

Oakhurst

Stockbridge

Lee Silver

Model

OAKHURST

STOCKBRIDGE

LEE

Colour/Finish

Black

Gloss Black

Silver

Dimensions (mm)

620h x 480w x 300d

640h x 620w x 390d

730h x 580w x 289d

Wattage (watts)

2000

2000

2000

Heat Settings

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

No

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

84

technical specification

Wall Mounted

Toluca Deluxe

Redway

Pemberley

Model

TLC20LX-AU

REDWAY

PEMBERLEY

Colour/Finish

Black

Gloss Black & Anthracite

Black

Dimensions (mm)

540h x 820w x 155d

690h x 760w x 181d

690h x 760w x 181d

Wattage (watts)

2000

2000

2000

Heat Settings

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

46

85

technical specification

Mini Suites

Taylor

Cassidy

Connor

Model

TYL15-AU

CSY15-AU

CNR15-AU

Colour/Finish

Traditional White and Granite

Cream

White and Concrete

Dimensions (mm)

930h x 850w x 250d

870h x 910w x 250d

868h x 650w x 195d

Wattage (watts)

1500

1500

1500

Heat Settings

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

technical specification

Completed Suites

Atlantic

Huxley

Kenton

Winston

Model

ATC20-AU

HXY20-AU

KTN20-AU

WTN20-AU

Firebox

DF2608-LED

RBF30C-AU

DF2608-LED

DF2608-LED

Colour/Finish

Grey & Concrete

White with Light Oak Veneer White

White

Dimensions (mm)

1125h x 1170w x 325d

1225h x 1400w x 415d

1100h x 1254w 452d

1074h x 1330w x 379d

Wattage (watts)

2000

2000

2000

2000

Heat Settings

2

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

2yr
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technical specification

Completed Suites

Model

Featherstone

Fieldstone

Eltham

Windelsham

FEA-ST-LF

FIE-S-LF

ETM20-AU

WDS20-AU

Firebox

DF2608-LED

DF2608-LED

DF2608-LED

RBF30-AU

Colour/Finish

Stackstone

Stone and Timber

Grey and Marble

Natural White and Wood

Dimensions (mm)

1117h x 1550w x 395d

1184h x 1413w x 356d

1070h x 1340w x 330d

1210h x 1410w x 410d

Wattage (watts)

2000

2000

2000

2000

Heat Settings

2

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

2yr

technical specification

Completed Suites

Osbourne

Strata

Sherwood

Ravel

Model

OSB20C-AU

STA20-AU

SWD20-AU

RAV20-AU

Firebox

RBF30C-AU

RBF30-AU

RBF30C-AU

ENG56-600M

Colour/Finish

Natural White and Wood

White and Wood

Grey and Walnut Vneer

Satin White & Black with
Concrete effect

Dimensions (mm)

1184h x 1378w x 407d

1228h x 1355w x 334d

1310h x 1470w x 515d

896h x 1075w x 330d

Wattage (watts)

2000

2000

2000

2000

Heat Settings

2

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

2yr
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technical specification

Fireboxes

26" Optiflame

30"Revillusion

36" Revillusion

42" Revillusion

Model

DF2608-LED

RBF30C-AU

RBF36-AU

RBF42-AU

Colour/Finish

Black self-trimming

Black self-trimming

Black self-trimming

Black self-trimming

Wattage (watts)

2000

2000

2000

2000

Dimensions (mm)

575h x 695w x 222d

676h x 792w x 307d

676h x 944w x 307d

788h x 1098w x 307d

Installation

Refer to Owner's Manual

Refer to Owner's Manual

Refer to Owner's Manual

Refer to Owner's Manual

Heat Settings

2

2

2

2

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

2yr

**Technical data and suggested fireplace openings contained in this brochure are for reference only.
Any installation must be done according to the technical drawings detailed in the owners manual.

technical specification

Fireboxes

34" Prism

50" Prism

74" Prism

Cassette 400

Model

BLF3451-AU

BLF5051-AU

BLF7451-AU

CAS400NH

Colour/Finish

Self-trimming black

Self-trimming black

Self-trimming black

Black

Dimensions (mm)

495h x 870w x 184d

495h x 1277w x 184d

495h x 1886w x 184d

171h x 405w x 216d

Wattage (watts)

1200

1200

1200

N/A

Heat Settings

2

2

2

N/A

Installation

Refer to Owner's Manual

Refer to Owner's Manual

Refer to Owner's Manual

N/A

Thermostat Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Remote Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty

2yr

2yr

2yr

2yr

**Technical data and suggested fireplace openings contained in this brochure are for reference only.
Any installation must be done according to the technical drawings detailed in the owners manual.
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91

portable fires

Join our social community!
Follow us on social media
/DimplexAustralia

@dimplexaus

Your local electric fire dealer:

For more information please contact

Phone: 1300 556 816
Fax: 1800 058 900
Email: sales@glendimplex.com.au
Web: www.dimplex.com.au
Glen Dimplex Australia
1340 Ferntree Gully Road
Scoresby VIC 3179
Glen Dimplex Australia's policy is one of continuous development.
We reserve the right to change size and specifications without notice.
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